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Messy Science? 
“In popular culture there is a perceived conflict between 
science and faith, yet in many ways scientific understanding 
can enhance faith.” So writes Messy Church UK in their great 
resource book Messy Church does Science. 

Science and Faith are complementary 
In raising the possibility of looking at what can be done to 
include children engaged in Messy Church across our 
Diocese, here are a few ideas for people to look for resources 
and think about what to do during Science Week this year. It 
is not prescriptive but a starting point. Each community is 
different and has different resources they can draw upon. A 
planning sheet is included for your use as you plan  and utilise 
the wonderful gifts and talents of your parish. 
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Jesus the Game Changer 

Everyone is called to love 
kindness, do justice and walk 
humbly with God (Micah 6.8) 

If Jesus is the ‘game changer’, 
then what was the game that 
was being changed? 

Eternal Life 

Eternal life was the change that 
came with Jesus from the 
times and understanding of 
the Hebrew Scriptures.  
Jesus reached out to 
individuals in unique ways: 
there is no one formula. 

The parables that tell us of the 
reign of God had a great 
impact on the people who 
heard them. They are still 
gospel: good news! 

The understanding of the 
kingdom of God changed our 
understanding of what is 
required 

Jesus and Science 

Jesus observed that which was 
around him: both people and 
the community.  

In teaching about the 
kingdom, he embraced 
botany, psychology, chemistry, 
cooking and physics.  

Messy Science 
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The starting point need simply be the main theme that is 
being suggested. 

Game Changers 
Setting the theme for Messy Church for this needs to look at 
the hermeneutics behind the theme. Looking at the 
suggestions from the discussion at the Cathedral held June 
15th, some wonderful possibilities were presented. Some are 
included in the left hand column of page 1. Once selecting a 
theme, then how do we do the science?

Jesus and Science: including ideas from Messy Church UK, 

and the great book – Messy Church does Science 

Plants: Creation; seeds, Lillies of the field, finery of 
Solomon. Ideas: counting tree rings, Fruit batteries* adding 
yeast to flour, potato osmosis (placing potatoes cut into chips 
in fresh water to make them stiff and easy to snap: an 
experiment illustrating the power of salt). 

Power:  God is described as a power. Building on the battery 
idea is a start…could we recharge a phone? Has the advent of 
electricity redefined how we understand power? In Mark 5.30, 
Jesus ‘realised the power had gone out of him’ and the woman 
was healed.  Milk carton car; water power, balloon rocket…
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Fruit Batteries* 

Mess: **** Danger*** 
Difficulty***  

Humble things give off amazing 
energy 
• Lemon or oranges, 
• Zinc pieces (galvanised nails) 
• Copper metal pieces (wire or 

nails) 
• Wires 
• Crocodile clips 
• 5V LEDs (Maplin Code WL28F) 
Zn and Cu will generate a current 
if placed in and acid. The current 
will flow from the Zn to the Cu 
(least resistance). Current is made 
up of electrons. If sufficient 
numbers of electrons move, you 
can light the LED. 

Cut fruit in half. Gently squeeze 
to break the cells. Pierce one side 
of fruit with a copper nail and the 
other with a zinc nail. Make sure 
they don’t touch! Repeat until you 
have at least 10 halves of fruit.  

Use the wires to attach the 
copper of one fruit to the zinc of 
another. Repeat until you only 
have the first zinc and last copper 
free.  

Attach wire to the LED. The leg of 
the ‘flat’ side needs to be joined 
to the first zinc nail and the other 
leg of the LED to the last copper 
nail. It should light the LED, albeit 
dimly. You may need to darken 
the room! You can increase the 
battery size if too dim by adding 
more fruit.  

Messy thoughts: it takes more 
than one to be a bright light! 
How does being part of the 
Church help us shine the light of 
Jesus?
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Food bread, fish, salt, yeast, water, wine, wheat, lamb, herbs…

If you eat at the end with a communal meal, how about making 
ice-cream that they can eat that day? Below uses salt and ice to 
cool the ingredients. It will take time and need some patience. 

Making up some ice-cream before hand may be advisable!

Mess **. Danger **. Difficulty ** 

Add 100 ml mild, 100 ml double cream, 50g caster sugar and 
vanilla to the small  bag and seal tightly. Add the ice and salt to the 
larger bag and put the bag of ingredients inside. Measure the 
temperature. 
Hold the large bag from side to side, protecting your hands. Be 
careful not to tear the bag. Continue this (share the moving with 
others!) for 10-15 minutes or until the contents of the first bag has 
become thicker. 
Open large bag and measure the temperature of the ice and salt. Is 
it colder? 
You could also have one bag without the salt. 
Rationale: things freeze when they reach their freezing point. Salt 
lowers the freezing point of the water, and the low temperature is 
cold enough to change the cream form liquid to solid. 

How can we be salt and light to bring about changes in others?

Resources  
The three experiments above are sourced from Messy Church does 
Science, edited by David Gregory. It is available in book form and 
pdf from messychurch.org.uk/science or 
www.brfonline.org.ukDownload5795 £10 for 100 ideas and in pdf 
format!
Music and games: draw upon the talents in your community. 

Game changing your Church 
If you’re new to this style of activity and worship, and wish to 
know more, contact the Australian movement 
messychurchaustralia.com.au and see if you can sit on what is truly 
a cross-generational time of learning, celebrating and exploring all 
things Jesus! 
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Water Power 

Mess: ***** Danger* 
Difficulty*** 

• 500 ml plastic bottle
• Skewer
• Pencil
• Two bendable straws
• Blu-tack
• String
• Water
• Bowl or bucket

Make two holes 5cm above 
the base of the bottle with 
the skewer and pencil, just 
large enough to fit the straws 
in. Try and keep them even!
Cut the two straws 3cm each 
side of the bendy part. Insert 
one end into the holes in the 
bottle, bending them so they 
face opposite directions. Use 
blu-tack to waterproof the 
seal if needed.
Use the string to make a 
harness around the top of the 
bottle so the bottle will swing 
when held up. Tie them 
together about 10cm above 
the bottle. 
Fill the bottle with water and 
watch it spin!

This shows potential and 
kinetic energy, and Newton’s 
third law of motion. 
 
Consider John 7.38 (living 
water flowing through us). 

• Milk
• Double Cream
• Caster Sugar
• Vanilla extract
• Salt
• Jug

• Large bag of ice (keep 
frozen)

• 1 small and 1 large (1 
litre) ziplock bag

• Thermometer 
• gloves/tea towel
• Towels

http://messychurch.org.uk/science
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Date: Theme: Set-up time:

ACTIVITIES

Activity Resources Who will obtain 
resources? Who will prepare? Who will lead?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

MENU Ingredients/dish: Who to buy/prepare:

Ingredients/dish: Who to buy/prepare:

Ingredients/dish: Who to buy/prepare:

CELEBRATION

Session planning sheet


